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& If subjects are required to name the color of the word red
printed in blue ink, interference between word meaning and
ink color occurs, which slows down reaction time. This effect is
well known as the Stroop effect. It is still an unresolved issue
how the brain deals with interference in this type of task. To
explore this question, an electroencephalogram (EEG) study
was carried out. By analyzing several measures of EEG activity,
two main findings emerged. First, the event-related potential
(ERP) showed increased fronto-central negativity in a time window around 400 msec for incongruent items in contrast to congruent and neutral items. Source localization analysis revealed
that a source in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) contributed

INTRODUCTION
Imagine you read the word red printed in blue ink and
your task is to respond to the ink color (blue). Doing
so, you’ll find yourself engaged in a tricky task. You have
to watch yourself carefully not to blurt out the word
red. Word reading interferes with color naming because
reading is a heavily trained ability that occurs almost
automatically and, therefore, is hard to suppress. This
effect is well known as the Stroop effect (Stroop, 1935),
and it is still an open issue how our brain manages
interference in this task (for an extensive review, see
MacLeod, 1991).
A satisfactory explanation of the Stroop effect would
have to answer at least two questions. (i) When does
interference occur and (ii) how is interference managed
by the brain? Turning to the first question, the main
point of interest is whether interference occurs early in
time, already at the stimulus processing stage, or late
in time closer to the response stage? On a behavioral
level, this question can be addressed by varying the
stimulus onset asynchrony between the relevant (color)
and the irrelevant stimulus dimension (word). These
studies suggested that Stroop interference may already
occur at the stimulus processing stage (Glaser & Glaser,
1982). On the other hand, several electroencephalogram
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most to the difference. Second, time–frequency analysis showed
that theta oscillations (4–7 Hz) in the ACC increased linearly
with increasing interference and that phase coupling between
the ACC and the left prefrontal cortex was longer persistent for
incongruent items compared to congruent and neutral items.
These effects occurred at a time window around 600 msec.
We conclude that interference between color naming and word
meaning in the Stroop task manifests itself at around 400 msec
and mainly activates the ACC. Thereafter, sustained phase
coupling between the ACC and the prefrontal cortex occurs,
which most likely reflects the engagement of cognitive control
mechanisms. &

(EEG) studies have shown that incongruent stimuli (red
printed in blue ink) have no effect on the amplitude or
latency of the P300 component (Rosenfeld & Skogsberg,
2006; Ilan & Polich, 1999; Duncan-Johnson & Kopell,
1981) but induce a stronger negativity around 400 msec
than neutral stimuli (Markela-Lerenc et al., 2004; Liotti,
Woldorff, Perez, & Mayberg, 2000; Rebai, Bernard, &
Lannou, 1997), which suggests that interference occurs
at a rather late point in time, closer to the response
stage than the stimulus processing stage.
Turning to the second question, how interference is
managed by the brain after it is detected, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies revealed that interference in the Stroop task mainly activates frontal
brain areas such as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)
and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; van
Veen & Carter, 2005; Kerns et al., 2004; Zysset, Müller,
Lohmann, & von Cramon, 2001; MacDonald, Cohen,
Stenger, & Carter, 2000). A number of recent eventrelated potential (ERP) studies using a dipole seeding
approach confirmed these results (Markela-Lerenc et al.,
2004; Liotti et al., 2000) and additionally suggest that
different neural mechanisms may underlie conflict detection and conflict resolution (West, 2003). It is widely
accepted that the ACC, within its monitoring function,
plays a crucial role in detecting interference, whereas
the DLPFC is specialized to deal with abstract stimulus
and response representations held in working memory
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time window around 400 msec to be critical. Second, we
investigated the sources that are activated by the Stroop
task by using a dipole seeding approach (BESA). Doing
so, we used the knowledge of several fMRI studies, which
have reliably shown that the Stroop task activates prefrontal regions, such as the ACC and the DLPFC. We expected the ACC to be selectively activated during the time
window of interference detection. Third, we analyzed oscillatory activity by means of event-related synchronization
and desynchronization (ERS/ERD), which is a measure
of power increase (ERS) or decrease (ERD) in a certain
frequency band. On the basis of prior work, we hypothesized that theta oscillations show the most pronounced
effects of interference in prefrontal brain regions. Fourth,
to investigate the interaction between the neural sources,
phase-coupling analysis was applied. According to the hypothesis that interference selectively activates the ACC
which thereafter engages the prefrontal cortex (PFC), we
expected to find an increase in phase coupling between
these sources with increasing interference.

METHODS
Subjects
After excluding four subjects due to heavy artifact contamination of the EEG, a sample of 21 subjects (5 men
and 16 women) with a mean age of 24.9 years (range =
20 to 33 years), with no reported history of neurological
disease, remained for data analysis. All subjects were right
handed and gave written informed consent. They were
paid A10 to increase motivation.
Stimulus Procedure
The Stroop task consisted of four different conditions:
congruent, neutral, incongruent, and negative priming.
In the congruent condition, the German color words
‘‘ROT’’ (red), ‘‘GRÜN’’ (green), and ‘‘BLAU’’ (blue) were
printed in their respective ink color. For the neutral
condition, three neutral German words: ‘‘PECH’’ (misfortune), ‘‘LECK’’ (leak), ‘‘SOLL’’ (debit) were used.
These words were chosen because they consist of four
letters and share no initial letter with the color words (R,
G, or B). The incongruent condition included six different
word–color pairings [‘‘ROT’’ (red) printed in green or
blue ink, ‘‘GRÜN’’ (green) printed in blue or red ink,
and ‘‘BLAU’’ (blue) printed in red or green ink]. The negative priming condition consisted of the same six stimuli
as the incongruent condition. The only difference between the negative priming and the incongruent condition was the ordering of the trial sequence. This was done
such that the relevant stimulus dimension (color) during
a negative priming trial corresponded to the irrelevant
stimulus dimension (word) during the preceding incongruent trial. For example, if the word ‘‘BLUE’’ printed in
red ink occurred in the preceding trial, then the negative
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and can thus exert active cognitive control on planned
behavior (Petrides, 2005; Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter,
2004; Kerns et al., 2004; West, Bowry, & McConville,
2004; MacDonald et al., 2000). However, it is still unclear
how these brain regions interact with each other to
overcome interference.
Interaction between distant brain areas is believed to
be established by brain oscillations which promote information exchange (Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr,
2007; Fries, 2005; Varela, Lachaux, Rodriguez, & Martinerie,
2001). Several studies have shown that these interactions can be investigated by analyzing phase relationships in a certain frequency range (Lachaux, Rodriguez,
Martinerie, & Varela, 1999; Rodriguez et al., 1999). The
general assumption is that information transfer between
two cortical areas is enhanced when they show a stable
difference in phase as measured by the phase-locking
value (PLV; see Varela et al., 2001). It has also been
shown that this phase locking or phase coupling is positively correlated with a number of cognitive functions,
including memory (Tallon-Baudry, Mandon, Freiwald, &
Kreiter, 2004; Fell et al., 2001) and attention (Gross et al.,
2004; Tallon-Baudry, 2004).
More specifically, oscillations in the theta frequency
range (4–7 Hz) have been shown to be closely related
to central executive and working memory processes
(Sauseng, Klimesch, Schabus, & Doppelmayr, 2005;
Sauseng et al., 2004; Tesche & Karhu, 2000; Klimesch,
1996, 1999; Sarnthein, Petsche, Rappelsberger, Shaw, &
vonStein, 1998). For example, theta power, as measured
by event-related synchronization (ERS; see Pfurtscheller
& Aranibar, 1977), over frontal electrode sites, increases
with working memory demands (Jensen & Tesche, 2002).
Phase coupling in the theta frequency band has also been
found to be increased in tasks investigating working
memory (Sarnthein et al., 1998) and central executive
processes (Sauseng et al., 2005). Studies investigating the
neural sources of theta activity found that fronto-medial
theta power is generated by prefrontal areas including
the ACC (Onton, Delorme, & Makeig, 2005; Ishii et al.,
1999; Gevins et al., 1997). A recently conducted study,
which recorded fMRI and EEG simultaneously, set out to
investigate the neural generators of theta oscillations
during an arithmetic task by correlating the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) response with theta
power (Sammer et al., 2007). Their results revealed a
widespread cortical network, involving the ACC, to be
correlated with theta power. On the basis of these findings, theta oscillations seem to be an ideal candidate to
shed light on the interaction between brain areas activated in the Stroop task.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
temporal dynamics of interference elicited in the Stroop
task by analyzing several parameters of EEG activity. First,
we investigated the time window when interference is
detected by means of ERP analysis. We expected to replicate the findings of previous studies, which found the

Materials
The EEG was acquired with a Neuroscan Synamps 32channel amplifier with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz and
frequencies between 0.15 and 70 Hz (Notch-filter was set
to 50 Hz). EEG activity was recorded with a reference
placed at the nose tip and was later re-referenced to the
average of the two earlobes. Twenty-nine Ag–AgCl electrodes (positioned according to the international 1020 system) were used, and the vertical electrooculogram

(EOG) was recorded from an additional channel to
control for eye movements and blinks. Impedances were
kept below 15 k . Prior to analysis, EOG correction was
applied using the algorithm implemented in BESA (Version 5.1.6, Megis Software, Gräfeling Munich). Remaining artifacts were excluded by visual inspection.

Analysis
To avoid influences of outliers on RT data, the median
of the RT was computed for each subject. These data
were then delivered to a one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with the factor condition (congruent, neutral,
incongruent, and negative priming). Two-tailed t tests
were used for post hoc comparisons. Trials with incorrect responses were discarded from all further analyses.
To reveal whether RT increased linearly with increasing
interference, polynomial contrasts where computed.
For ERP analysis, the mean amplitude of two time windows, the N400 (400 to 500 msec) and the late negativity (LN; 600–800 msec), was used. These time intervals
were chosen because differences between the four conditions began around 400 msec and were persistent until
800 msec. For statistical analysis, two-way ANOVAs were
run with the factors location (frontal, central, temporal,
parietal, and occipital) and condition (see above) separately for each time window (N400 and LN). The dependent variable for the ANOVA was the mean amplitude
of the pooled electrode positions (frontal: Fp1, F7, F3,
Fz, Fp2, F8, F4; central: FC5, FC1, C3, Cz, FC2, FC6, C4;

Figure 1. (A) An example of a
trial sequence for the negative
priming condition is depicted.
In the incongruent condition,
the word meaning ‘‘red’’
has to be ignored, but in
the following trial, the subject
has to respond to the ink
color ‘‘red.’’ (B) The mean
of the reaction time is
plotted for the four different
conditions. The results
show the classical pattern
of facilitation (**p < .01),
interference (***p < .001),
and negative priming
(**p < .01).
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priming condition was the word ‘‘RED’’ in blue ink or
‘‘GREEN’’ in blue ink (see Figure 1A). Usually, such a trial
sequence leads to an increased interference effect as
measured by an increase in reaction time [RT] (Neill,
1978; Dalrymple-Alford & Budayer, 1966). Thus, interference should increase linearly from congruent to negative
priming items.
The congruent and neutral conditions consisted of
120 trials each, for the incongruent and negative priming conditions, 60 trials were collected. Stimulus duration was 1000 msec with an interstimulus interval of
2000 msec during which a fixation cross appeared on the
screen. The four different conditions were presented in
blocks of 80 stimuli in pseudorandomized order. Stimuli
where shown on a 19-in. computer screen (70 Hz refresh
rate) with a visual angle of 7.58  2.98. Subjects were
instructed to respond with a button press of their right
hand on a conventional computer keyboard to the ink
color of the words and to ignore the word meaning.

temporal: T7, CP5, P7, T8, CP6, P8; parietal: CP1, P3, Pz,
P4, CP2; occipital: PO3, PO4, O1, O2). To investigate
whether an effect showed a linear increase from congruent to negative priming items, polynomial contrasts
were computed. Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to all ANOVAs.

BESA Source Localization
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Statistical Analysis of Source ERPs
Prior to statistical analyses, the orientations of the dipoles were fitted separately for each subject. These data
were then delivered to a two-way ANOVA with the factors condition and source, which was calculated separately for each time window. As dependent variable, the
mean amplitude of the time window ranging from 400 to
500 msec and 600 to 800 msec was used. This was done
because differences between conditions in the grand
averages were greatest during this time period, and to
make the results comparable to the scalp ERPs.

Event-related Synchronization
and Desynchronization
To examine the effect of the Stroop task on brain oscillations, ERS/ERD (Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1977) was
calculated for the eight sources in a frequency band
ranging from 4 to 70 Hz. This measure computes the
relative power increase (ERS) or decrease (ERD) of a
poststimulus interval relative to a prestimulus baseline. A
baseline interval ranging from 750 to 250 msec prior to
stimulus onset was used. ERS/ERD was calculated using
the algorithm implemented in BESA. To pick up best the
activity in each frequency band, the time–frequency
resolution was tuned differently for the lower and the
higher frequency range. Time–frequency resolution
for the lower frequencies (4–20 Hz) was set to 1 Hz
and 50 msec, and for the higher frequency ranges (20–
70 Hz) to 5 Hz and 10 msec. For statistical comparisons,
the data were collapsed for seven frequency bands:
Theta (4–7 Hz), lower Alpha (7–10 Hz), upper Alpha
(10–13 Hz), Beta 1 (13–20 Hz), Beta 2 (20–30 Hz),
Gamma 1 (30–45 Hz), and Gamma 2 (55–70 Hz). These
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BESA uses a dipole seeding approach in which sources
are placed into the brain and are then fitted in terms of
orientation and/or location in order to explain a maximal
amount of variance of the ERP scalp topography. It is
important to note that BESA does not produce an
inverse solution like other source localization programs,
but rather is a tool which works in an interactive fashion
and can be used to construct source models, which
transform the EEG data from electrode space into
source space. The main advantage of this program is
that once a source model has been created, the ongoing
EEG activity of these sources can be analyzed, which is
necessary if induced time–frequency measures (i.e.,
phase coupling or power) are computed. We created a
source model for the grand average of all four conditions. Sources were fitted using a poststimulus interval
of 0 to 600 msec, and the criterion for the source model
was to explain at least 95% variance of the ERP.
To construct an adequate dipole model, we first
placed two bilateral symmetric sources in the left and
right occipital cortex (LOC and ROC), which were most
reactive to the early evoked visual components (P1/N1).
Next, two bilateral symmetric sources were placed in the
left and right motor cortex (LMC and RMC) because
subjects were required to give manual responses. These
sources showed a slow increase in activity in a time
window from 400 to 600 msec, which most likely reflects
the preparation of a motor response. Thereafter, one
source was placed in the ACC. This source was assumed
to be active because prior fMRI studies (van Veen &
Carter, 2005; Kerns et al., 2004; MacDonald et al., 2000)
showed that this brain region is consistently involved in
the Stroop task. Following the same rationale, two
bilateral symmetric sources were placed in the left and
right DLPFC (LPFC and RPFC). An eighth dipole was
added to the model, which was placed into the left
middle temporal cortex (LMTC). This was done because
several studies showed that this area is critically involved
in color processing in primates (Buckley, Gaffan, &
Mussay, 1997; Horel, 1994) and humans (Miceli et al.,
2001; Chao & Martin, 1999). Locations of the eight
sources are plotted in Figure 2C, and corresponding
Talairach coordinates are shown in Table 1. This model
accounted for more than 97% of the variance for all
conditions. No additional source could account for
another more than 2% variance. Therefore, the model
with eight dipoles was used for analysis.

Because it could be argued that nearly every model
containing eight sources would explain a considerable
amount of variance, we validated the solution with the
multiple source probe scan (MSPS) procedure as implemented in BESA 5.1.6. This algorithm is based on the
assumption that if the EEG data had been modeled
adequately (all active brain regions are represented by
the chosen sources), then any additional probe source
added to the solution will not show activity apart from
noise. The only exception occurs if the probe source is
placed close to one of the sources in the current
solution. In that case, the probe source and the source
in the model share activity of the corresponding brain
area. Therefore, if the MSPS algorithm shows only
activity around the present sources, it can be inferred
that the EEG data have been modeled adequately. This
method was also successfully used in a recent combined EEG and fMRI study (Sehatpour, Molohlm, Javitt,
& Foxe, 2006).

data were collapsed for two consecutive time windows
(400–600 msec, 600–800 msec) because interference effects were greatest at this time interval. These data were
delivered to three-way ANOVAs with the factors con-

dition, source, and time, which were calculated separately for each frequency band. Only frequency bands
which show a main effect for the factor condition will be
reported.
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Figure 2. In (A) the ERP of the four different conditions is plotted. The gray bars indicate the time intervals which were used for statistical analysis
of the mean amplitude. Scalp maps for the N400 (400–500 msec) and the LN (600–800 msec) time windows are plotted in (B). Compared with
neutral items, the incongruent items elicited a more negative potential at fronto-central electrode sites, which was evident for the N400 and the LN
time window. Stronger positivity for the incongruent items at fronto-polar sites was observed for the N400 time window, and stronger positivity
at left parieto-occipital sites was observed for the LN time window. (C) The sources of the eight localized dipoles are depicted. Two sources
were localized in the LOC and ROC, two in the LMC and RMC, one in the ACC, two in the LPFC and RPFC, and one in the LMTC. (D) The results
of the MSPS are plotted for the grand average of all conditions. The red color indicates the activity picked up by the MSPS. The activity is located
near the eight dipoles, which suggests that the source model is adequate. (E) The mean ERP amplitude for the two time windows (upper panel:
N400; lower panel: LN) is plotted for each source. The greatest differences between the conditions appeared in the ACC. (F) The ERP of the ACC
source is plotted. The gray bar indicates the time windows used for statistics.

RESULTS

Table 1. Talairach Coordinates of the Eight Sources
x

y

Left occipital cortex (LOC)

21

79

1

Right occipital cortex (ROC)

21

79

1

Left motor cortex (LMC)

36

17

59

Right motor cortex (RMC)

36

17

59

0

2

33

Left prefrontal cortex (LPFC)

32

22

57

Right prefrontal cortex (RPFC)

32

22

57

Left middle temporal cortex (LMTC)

45

55

9

Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)

z

Phase-coupling Analysis
To examine the effect of the Stroop task on brain
connectivity, the PLV was calculated between the localized sources (Varela et al., 2001; Lachaux et al., 1999)
using BESA. The PLV estimates the phase coupling of a
certain frequency range between two electrode sites or
sources. The main advantage of this measure is that it
is solely a measure of phase coupling not affected by
power changes (e.g., like coherence). The PLV was calculated for the same frequency range as for the ERS/ERD
analysis (4–70 Hz). As above, time–frequency resolution
for the lower frequencies (4–20 Hz) was set to 1 Hz and
50 msec, and for the higher frequency ranges (20–70 Hz)
to 5 Hz and 10 msec. Baseline correction was applied
to the PLV values using a time window from 750 to
250 msec prior to stimulus onset.
Because it is known that unequal trial numbers have
detrimental effects on time–frequency analysis, especially when measures of phase are involved, the number of
trials was held constant between the four conditions for
all EEG measures (including ERPs). The procedure for
trial selection was such that a random sample of half of
the trials was chosen for the neutral and the congruent
condition.
Prior to statistical calculation, time–frequency data
were collapsed for the time interval ranging from 600 to
800 msec poststimulus because interference effects were
most pronounced at this time. To evaluate whether phase
coupling differs significantly between conditions, a twostage procedure was used. At first, one-way ANOVAs with
the factor condition were calculated. Thereafter, polynomial contrasts were computed to reveal whether phase
locking showed a linear increase or decrease across all
four conditions. A given source-pair will only be reported
if it revealed significance in both analysis steps ( p < .05).
To minimize the number of statistical comparisons, and
because analysis showed that the ACC was the most active source, (see Figures 2E and 3B), we restricted PLV
analysis only to source couplings involving the ACC.
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Behavioral Data
Results of the RTs are plotted in Figure 1B. The one-way
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of condition on RT
[F(3, 60) = 49.9, p < .001]. Polynomial contrast analysis
revealed a linear trend, showing that RTs increased
linearly from congruent to negative priming items [F(1,
20) = 59.597, p < .001]. Post hoc comparisons showed
that subjects had faster RTs in the congruent than in the
neutral condition [654 vs. 667 msec; t(20) = 3.1, p < .01],
slower RTs in the incongruent than in the neutral condition [667 vs. 762 msec; t(20) = 7.3, p < .001], and
were slower in the negative priming than in the incongruent condition [789 vs. 762 msec; t(20) = 2.9, p < .01].
The ANOVA for response accuracy showed that the four
conditions differed significantly [F(3, 60) = 12,1, p <
.001], showing that subjects had more false responses in
the incongruent and negative priming conditions (6.4%
and 4.0%, respectively) compared to the neutral and congruent ones (1.3% and 2.3%, respectively). For all EEG
analyses, only trials with correct responses were used.

ERP Data
Grand averages of the ERPs are plotted in Figure 2A.
Because we were mainly interested in the effects of the
factor condition, only significant main effects or interactions involving this factor will be reported.
The ANOVA for the N400 time window (400–500 msec)
revealed a significant Condition  Location interaction
[F(12, 240) = 4.189, p < .005]. This interaction involved
two effects: (i) stronger negativity in fronto-central regions for incongruent and negative priming items compared to neutral and congruent ones, and (ii) stronger
positivity for incongruent and negative priming items
compared to neutral and congruent in fronto-polar scalp
regions (see Figure 2A and B). Polynomial contrast analysis showed a linear trend for both effects, indicating that
fronto-central negativity and fronto-polar positivity increased linearly from congruent to negative priming items
[F(1, 20) = 6.266, p < .05 and F(1, 20) = 30.492, p < .001,
respectively]. The simultaneous positivity at fronto-polar
and negativity at fronto-central electrode sites suggests
that one dipole located in the middle frontal cortex could
have generated this pattern.
The ANOVA for the LN time window revealed a significant main effect for the factor condition [F(3, 60) =
5.366, p < .01] and a significant Condition  Location
interaction [F(12, 240) = 3.791, p < .01]. Again, two effects were involved in this interaction: (i) stronger negativity for the incongruent and negative priming items
compared to the congruent and neutral ones at frontocentral electrode sites, and (ii) stronger positivity for the
incongruent and negative priming condition at parietooccipital recording sites (see Figure 2B, lower panel).
Polynomial contrast analysis revealed that both effects,
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Brain Region (Abbreviation)

fronto-central negativity and parieto-occipital positivity,
followed a linear trend [F(1, 20) = 10.982, p < .005 and
F(1, 20) = 5.729, p < .05, respectively].
Source Localization
To investigate the activity of the neural sources of the
ERP, BESA dipole localization was carried out (Version
4.2, Megis Software, Gräfeling Munich). The solution
of this analysis is plotted in Figure 2C. Talairach coordinates of the sources are shown in Table 1. To
investigate the adequateness of this dipole model, an
MSPS procedure was applied. Results of the MSPS are
plotted in Figure 2D for the grand average of all four
conditions. This analysis revealed that the dipole model
fitted the data adequately because only activity surrounding the sources of the model was picked up by
the MSPS.
By analyzing the ERP source waveforms (from 400 to
500 msec) of the eight localized dipoles, a significant

Condition  Source interaction was found [F(21, 420) =
3.827, p < .001]. This interaction indicated that the
strongest differences between conditions were elicited
in the source of the ACC, where negative priming and
incongruent trials evoked more negative waveforms
than the neutral and congruent ones (see Figure 2E
and F). Polynomial contrasts revealed a linear trend for
this effect [F(1, 20) = 14.337, p < .001], indicating that
negativity in the ACC increased linearly with interference. Analysis of the ERP source waveforms for the later
time window (600–800 msec) revealed a significant main
effect for the factor condition [F(3, 60) = 3.098, p <
.05] and a marginally significant Condition  Source
interaction [F(21, 420) = 1.983, p = .087], indicating
that the effects for the N400 time window were also
persistent for the LN time window (see Figure 2E and F).
Again, polynomial contrast analysis revealed that the
negativity in the ACC source increased linearly from
congruent to negative priming items [F(1, 20) = 5.951,
p < .05].
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Figure 3. (A) The mean ERS/ERD time–frequency plot for the source of the ACC is shown. Amplitude increase is indicated by hot colors
and amplitude decrease is indicated by cold colors. It can be seen that differences between the conditions were most evident in the theta
frequency range (4–7 Hz), which shows an increase in ERS from congruent to negative priming items. (B) The mean ERS for all sources
is plotted for the early time window (top) and the late time window (bottom). Differences between the four conditions are greatest in the
ACC during the late time window (600–800 msec). (C) The time course of the baseline-corrected PLV between the ACC and the LPFC is
depicted. Incongruent and negative priming items show stronger phase coupling than congruent and neutral ones in a time window around
600 msec. The gray bar indicates the time window used for statistics. The head model indicates the coupling between the ACC and the LPFC.

Event-related Synchronization
and Desynchronization
Theta (4–7 Hz)

Lower Alpha (7–10 Hz)
The ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for the
factor condition [F(3, 60) = 3.134, p < .05], which also
followed a linear trend [F(1, 20) = 13.554, p < .001], thus
indicating more lower alpha power for the incongruent
and negative priming items in contrast to the congruent
and neutral ones. No effects for ERD/ERS were observed
in the other frequency ranges (see Figure 3A).

Phase Coupling
The ANOVAs for phase-coupling data revealed that a
coupling in the theta frequency range (4–7 Hz) between
the ACC and the LPFC showed significant differences
between the four conditions [F(3, 60) = 3.707, p < .05],
which followed a linear trend [F(1, 20) = 7.963, p < .05].
This effect was due to stronger phase coupling for the
incongruent and negative priming conditions compared
to the congruent and neutral conditions in a time window ranging from 600 to 800 msec after stimulus presentation (see Figure 3C). Note that theta phase coupling
was not correlated with theta ERS/ERD (r = .165, p >
.45). Thus, this effect is not artificially created by an increase in theta power. No effects were found in the
other frequency ranges or for other source pairings.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we were able to replicate the well-known
behavioral pattern of facilitation and interference that
has been described in the Stroop literature so many
times (MacLeod, 1991). Additionally, we replicated the
negative priming effect indicating that interference is
even more pronounced in trials in which the irrelevant
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The three-way ANOVA for the ERS/ERD data revealed a
main effect for condition [F(3, 60) = 14.576, p < .001],
which was due to stronger ERS for incongruent and
negative priming items compared to neutral and congruent ones (see Figure 3A and B). This effect showed a
linear trend indicating that ERS increased linearly from
congruent to negative priming items [F(1, 20) = 36.052,
p < .001]. Additionally, a significant Condition  Time
interaction [F(3, 60) = 6.221, p < .005] was obtained,
which reflects that differences between the four conditions are more pronounced in the late (600–800 msec)
compared to the early time window (Figure 3B). We also
found a significant Condition  Time  Source interaction [F(21, 420) = 1.995, p < .05], which indicated that
the condition effect was strongest in the ACC source
during the late time window (see Figure 3B).

stimulus dimension of the preceding trial becomes the
relevant stimulus dimension. Regarding interference
effects in the ERP data, we found that around 400 msec
incongruent and negative priming items elicited stronger negativity at fronto-central electrode sites and a
stronger positivity at fronto-polar electrodes. The frontocentral negativity was also evident in a later time interval (600–800 msec; Figure 2A and B). This replicates
the findings of previous studies (Markela-Lerenc et al.,
2004; Liotti et al., 2000; Rebai et al., 1997) and indicates
that the time window around 400 msec is sensitive to
interference in the Stroop task. Because of its appearance at that time window, this component has also
been interpreted to reflect semantic processing, similar
to the classical N400 effect (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980).
Dipole source localization revealed that the enhanced
fronto-central negativity for incongruent and negative
priming items most likely stems from activation of
the ACC, which was supported by the selectivity of the
source analysis (see Figure 2E). This was most evident
for the N400 time interval (400–500 msec), but was also
found for the LN time interval (600–800 msec). We
conclude that this N400-like effect reflects interference
detection and the elicitation of central executive processes rather than the classical semantic incongruency
effect. This interpretation has also been suggested by
other ERP studies using source localization (e.g., West
et al., 2004; West, 2003). Our results are also in line with
many fMRI studies showing that the ACC is reliably
activated by the Stroop task (for a review, see Botvinick
et al., 2004). For instance, MacDonald et al. (2000)
showed that the ACC is selectively responding to incongruent stimuli in the Stroop task, whereas the DLPFC is
activated during task preparation. Kerns et al. (2004)
showed that activity of the ACC during incongruent trials
is correlated with the activity of the PFC in the next trial.
These studies suggest that the ACC serves monitoring
functions and engages the PFC to implement cognitive
control. They also suggest an interaction between the
ACC and the PFC in order to overcome interference. In
sum, the ERP results suggest that the ACC is activated
in a time window around 400 msec, which most likely
reflects the detection of interference. This activity is
elevated until around 800 msec, which might reflect
the engagement of central executive processes.
The analysis of the time–frequency data revealed that
oscillations in the lower frequency bands (4–10 Hz) were
selectively reactive by increasing amplitudes as a function of the degree of interference. This effect was
strongest in the theta frequency band (4–7 Hz), but
was also found to be present in the neighboring lower
alpha band (7–10 Hz). Stronger ERS for incongruent
items started to emerge around 400 msec, but was more
pronounced in the late time interval (600–800 msec),
which is close to the response where maximal interference may occur. The activation of theta oscillations for
the incongruent and negative priming condition likely

which suggests that these two brain regions interact with
each other in order to overcome interference. Our results thus are in line with this study and suggest that interference induces sustained coupling between the two
cortical regions, which might reflect increased effort to
resolve response conflict.
The present study does not claim to localize the exact
source of neural activity with high spatial resolution.
However, the fact that we found the ACC to be selectively
activated during the N400 time window suggests that the
activity of the eight different sources could be dissociated
well. Also note that dipole seeding approaches can eliminate methodological problems, which cannot be solved
on the scalp electrode level. For example, phase coupling
between dipole sources is not affected by volume conduction, a confound which cannot be excluded if phase
coupling is calculated on an electrode level. More specifically, oscillatory activity in one focal brain region is recorded from several electrodes on the scalp level. If this
brain region is more active in one condition and less
active in another condition, differences in phase coupling
are obtained, which will be misinterpreted to reflect
network activity. Hoechstetter et al. (2004) have shown
that these problems can be circumvented by applying
source modeling. The source localization results, however, should be interpreted with caution, because the
exact sources of brain activity cannot be estimated by
using EEG.
In sum, our findings give insights into the temporal
dynamics of the neural processes activated by interference in the Stroop task. Replicating prior ERP studies,
we have shown that interference elicits a negative going
ERP around 400 msec. Dipole localization revealed that
this effect is most likely generated in the ACC, which is
more active for items with a high level of interference
(incongruent and negative priming) in contrast to items
with a low level of interference (congruent and neutral).
Around 200 msec later, the ACC shows an increase in
theta power and sustained phase coupling with the
LPFC, which presumably reflects the engagement of
higher-order control processes in order to resolve response conflict. These results fit well within the framework that considers the ACC to play a crucial role in
conflict monitoring and interference detection, resulting in an enhanced prefrontal engagement in conflict
control.
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reflects the activation of central executive processes
which are part of our working memory system (Baddeley,
2003). Several other studies showed that theta oscillations
are critically related to central executive and working
memory processes (Klimesch et al., 2006; Sauseng et al.,
2005; Tesche & Karhu, 2000; Sarnthein et al., 1998).
Sauseng et al. (2005) observed an increase in frontoparietal electrode coupling (4–7 Hz) when subjects had
to manipulate information stored in working memory.
Differences between conditions were strongest in the
ACC source, which replicates findings of several other
EEG studies showing that theta oscillations, observed
over fronto-central electrode sites, have their origin in
the ACC (Sauseng, Hoppe, Klimesch, Gerloff, & Hummel,
2007; Onton et al., 2005; Ishii et al., 1999; Gevins et al.,
1997).
Concerning the connectivity analysis, we found that
phase coupling between the ACC and the LPFC resembled the behavioral pattern of RTs very well. Inspection
of the time course of this effect shows that an increase
in phase coupling is present for all conditions around
400 msec, but whereas phase coupling drops back to
baseline for the congruent and neutral items, it remains
elevated for the incongruent and negative priming conditions (see Figure 3C). Phase coupling is believed to be
a measure of communication between neural assemblies
(Fries, 2005). Physiological investigations of the PFC
have demonstrated that Brodmann’s areas 9/46 receive
their major input from paralimbic regions (anterior and
posterior cingulate gyrus) as well as from multimodal
temporal association areas, and are thus fitted for the
processing of abstract stimulus and response representations (for a review, see Petrides, 2005). Based on this,
sustained phase coupling between the ACC and the
LPFC may reflect the recruitment and engagement of
higher-order control mechanisms which are needed in
order to solve interference and to select the proper response. Whereas the response can easily be selected for
the congruent and neutral items, a higher level of cognitive control is needed in the incongruent and negative priming conditions. This additional cognitive effort
slows down RT. Consistent with this assumption, phase
coupling is prolonged for conditions with high interference until the time at which the response to these
conditions occurs (around 800 msec). In contrast, phase
coupling for conditions with a lower interference level
drops back to baseline around the time the response is
given (650 msec). Interestingly, phase coupling seems to
be slightly more pronounced for the negative priming
condition already in the prestimulus interval (see Figure 3C), which might be attributed to the fact that each
negative priming condition was preceded by an incongruent item. However, there was no difference between
the four conditions in the baseline interval as indicated
by a nonsignificant ANOVA [F(3, 60) < 1, p > .5]. As
mentioned above, Kerns et al. (2004) found that BOLD
activity in the ACC is correlated with activity in the PFC,
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